Release Notes for Version 7.0.9586
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

Configuration

Change

When Store Settings > Mark-in Settings > Department Settings is enlarged the grid will
enlarge as well to allow easier editing.

SPOT

Conveyor

Fix

PrintCache printing will now attempt to use the printer designated as the Assembly Invoice
printer as the file printer (on the detail workstation, or on the workstation defined in
cachesettings.txt when the print cache server is in use) if it does not find a printer in the
printers collection named exactly "File".

SPOT

Coupons

Fix

Coupons created in a UK environment with an expiration of Jan 1st 2030 or later would not
appear in the coupon selection list in Order View

SPOT

Credit Cards

Fix

Payment Express - Close the loop with SPOT to accept legacy CCOF for submission via
gateway/not terminal
Fixed issues in SPOT with PaymentExpress processing and tokenizing certain CCOF entries.
Other minor adjustments to advanced logging, etc.

SPOT

Customer View

Fix

Fixed an error when attempting to change the Disable Monthly Surcharge setting in
Customer View > Route.

SPOT

Notification
Center

Change

The Locker Pickups tab of Notification Center will now show the temporary tag ID in the ""
field if a temporary tag has been assigned to the locker pickup.

SPOT

Production

Fix

Standard production commitment: Fix invoice search from production commitment grid
when "Production Commitment Mode" is "Current Store" to only show results from the
current store.

SPOT

Rack

Fix

Increase the maximum length of the Location field when Racking from 20 characters to 50,
which is the maximum size of a rack location in the database.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

SPOT will now save CRM entries to appropriate customers when sending a SMS report
presentation.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fix "Tax Collected by Tax Entity" to account for the case where the item is taxable but item
alteration is not.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT User I want the customer signup date on the Lost Tuna report
Added the customer signup date to the Lost Tuna report.

SPOT

Routes

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like orders detailed for customers with outstanding on-demand
pickup requests to be assigned to the on-demand route
When entering the detail screen, if a non-route customer has had an on-demand route
pickup request in the last three days, the clerk will be prompted whether to assign the new
orders to the on-demand route or not.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Fixed - Route Manifests are pulling On-Demand requests from the following day

SPOT

Routes

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Implement Route Manifest changes - Add option to include orders on manifest only
when all are ready, either by Promised Date or Visit
SPOT - Added option to include orders on Route Manifests only when all promised are
ready.

Settings/Required Changes

Store Settings > Route Settings > Show Ready
Orders on Manifest When (Each is Ready/All
Promised are Ready/All in Visit are Ready)

SPOT

Routes

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Implement Route Manifest changes - Add ability to generate Pickup & Delivery Only
Route Manifests
SPOT - Added ability to generate Pickup & Delivery Only Route Manifests

SPOT

Search

Fix

Fix Location Search to not show orders that have in the past been in the specified location
but are not presently there.

SPOT

Tags

Change

As a Tailwinds tagging user I want "Assisted Tag by Department Group" to remember
patterns as well as tag numbers
Changed the Assisted Tag by Department Group setting to remember the tag pattern as well
as the tag sequence number

SPOT

TimeClock

Fix

Fix TimeClock > Manage Entries > Add Entry to record hourly pay rates in the entry.

OTS

General

Fix

OTS - Route reminders will now exclude on-demand customers who have already scheduled
a visit

Store Settings > Route Settings > Pickup/Delivery
Only Manifest Options (Disabled/Enabled)

